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Abstract 
Martino, J. and S. Priddy, Classification of BG for groups with dihedral 
2-subgroups, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 73 (1991) 13-21. 
or quarternion Sylow 
A classification is given of the stable homotopy type of BG for all groups cited in the title. This 
includes a complete stable decomposition of BG into indecomposable summands and a 
description of the corresponding mod-2 cohomology rings. Examples are given which show that 
all the resulting possibilities do, in fact, occur. Corr sponding results are also given for the 
semidihedral groups. 
Introduction 
Let G be a finite group with GP a Sylow p-subgroup. Then 
BG- BG,., a BG, the transfer followed by inclusion, is a p-local stable 
homotopy equivalence. Thus the p-localization of BG is a stable summand of 
BG,.,. If a complete stable decomposition of BGP is known then it might be 
possible to classify the stable homotopy type of the p-localization of BG for all 
groups with this Sylow p-subgroup. In [5] Mitchell and the second author find 
complete stable decompositions for the classifying spaces of the dihedral and 
generalized quarternion groups. It is the purpose of this paper to classify the 
complete stable decompositions of the 2-localization of BG, where G is a finite 
group with a dihedral or generalized quarternion Sylaw 2-subgroup. We also 
determine the mod-2 cohomology rings of such groups. 
From now on we will assume that all cohomology has Z/2-coefficien:s and that 
all spectra have been localized at the prime 2. The dihedral group 
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D,,,=(s,tls”‘-‘=I t’=l, tst-‘=s-‘), 11~2, 
and the generalized quarternion group 
have the following complete stable decompositions: 
(A) BD,,, = PSL,(lF,) v L(2) v RF v L(2) v RP” ) 
(W BP,,, + I s BSL,(lF,) v C -‘BS”IBN v C -‘BS?BN, 
where n = v7(( q’ - 1) /2), q odd, L(2) = 2 -‘Sp’J?‘/Sp??, and N is the normalizer 
of a maximal torus in S’. 
Remark. D,sZl2 X z/2. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a finite group with a dihedrtii Sylow 2-subgroup G2 z D1,, . 
Then BG stably decomposes in one of the following three ways: 
(DO) BG z BPSL,( [FJ and if G, 2 D,, then 
H*(BG) = H/2[v,, v3, &]/(U; + v; + v& + v;) , 
otherwise H”(BG) = Z/2[v,, v,, &)I(ti: + v&). (Note: For cohomology rings 
the subscripted number of each generator indicates its dimension.) 
(Dl) BG g BPSL,(?,) v L(2) v RP” where 
- 
H*(BG) = Z/2[a,, b2, cJ/ 
(ac + a’b + a“). 
(D2) BG z BPSL,(lF,) v L(2) v RP” v L(2) v RP” and if G, z D,, then 
H*(BG) = Z/2[ x,, yi]. otherwise H*(BG)=Z!2[x,, y,, wl]l(x’+~y). 
All decompositions are complete and if G2 G D,, then decomposition ( D 1) does 
not occur, otherwise all decompositions do occur. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a finite group with a generalized quarternion Sylow 
2-subgroup G2 z QZI, + I. Then BG stably decomposes in one of the following three 
ways : 
(QO) BG z BSL,((F,) where H”(BG) = Z/2[w,]@A (e.,). 
(Ql) BG z BSLi(IF,) v .Z-‘BS’IBN where H*(BG) = Z/2[_a,, w$(a”). 
(Q2) BG E BSL,(F,) v 2 -‘BS”IBN v E’BS”IBN and if G, z Q 8’ then 
H*(BG) = Z/2[x,, y,, wJl(x’ + xy + y’, x’y + xy') , 
otherwise H*(BG) = Z/2[x,, y,, w4]/(x2 + _uy, y3). 
All decompositions are c 7’ :/lplete and if G2 z Q,, then decompositior: (Q 1) does 
not occur, otherwise all d, compositions do occur. 
Remark. If G is 7 finite group with a dihedral or generalized quarternion Sylow 
2-subgroup, :hen the stable decomposition of BG is completely determined by 
dim H ‘( BG). Since BG is a stable summand of BG,, it foliows that 
dim H1( BG) 5 2. If k = dim H’( BG), then BG has decomposition (Dk) or (Qk). 
The paper is divided into three sections. The first section is a proof of 
Theorems 1 and 2. This proof compares groups with a dihedral and a generalized 
quarternion Sylow 2-subgroup by use of a Serre spectral sequence. The second 
section contains examples of groups with the above stable decompositions and the 
Gorenstein-Walter classification theorem of groups with a dihedral Skylow 
2-subgroup. The third section is an appendix which states without proof a 
theorem for the semidihedral group similar to Theorems 1 and 2. 
1. Proof of Theorems 1 and 2 
The two theorems are so closely related that one proof will suffice for both. 
1.1. The rmes of G, G D, and G, z Q, 
We sa:’ that a E H”(BG,) is stable with respect to G if for every x E G, 
i*(a) = cz. j”(a), where i: G,fhG,x-‘+G, (inclusion), c, : G, n 
xG,x-’ + x-‘Glx n G, (conjugation). and j : X-‘G-$ n G, 4 G, (inclusion). The 
set of stable elements of H*(BG,) with respect to G is the image of the restriction 
- H”(BG)-+ H*(BG,) [l]. 
We first consider-the case where G, ” - Q,. We begin by observing that we can 
determine which summands in (B) are summands of BG from H’(BG) and 
H’(B@, since dim H’(BG) detects the number of copies of ,C -‘BS’/BN and 
H’(BG) detects the presence of BSL,(ff,). All the proper subgroups of Q, are 
cyclic. For C < Q, a proper subgroup, the restriction H’( BQ,) - H’( BC) is zero 
and H”(BQ,)+ HJ(BC) is an isomorphism. C cyclic implies that c, induces the 
identity in cohomology since dim H”(BC) = 1, Vk 2 0. Thus i*(a) = cT j*(a) for 
every a E H”(BG,). k = 2, 4 and every x such that G, n xG,x-’ is a proper 
subgroup. So the question as to whether an element of H’;( BG,), k = 2 or 4, is 
stable is determined by those X’S within the normalizer of G,, i.e., H”(BG) s 
Hk(BG,)“, k = 2 or 4, where W is the Weyl group W = N&G,) /G2. Since G, is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup, the order of W is odd. Out( Q,) s &, so if we define 
4 : W+ Out( Q,) by 4(x) = c,, then Im 4 is isomorphic to either 1 or Z/3, the 
only odd order subgroups of &. If Im 4 s 1, then all elements of H”(BG,). k = 2 
or 4, are stable and 
BG = BQ, = BSL,(Q v 2 -‘BS?BN v 2 -'BS?BN . 
If Im 4 s Z/3, then there are no stable elements in H’( BG,), but the generator 
of HJ(B&) is stable [5], which implies that BG z BSL,(LF;). 
To deal with the case of G2 s D, we invoke the following lemma of Swan [6]: 
Lemma. Suppose the Sylow 2-subgroup G, is abelian. Let @? be the group of 
automorphism of G, induced b,v 17 inner autonmrphisnzs of G. The:1 atr e!emertt 
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a E H*( BG, ) is stable if and only if it is jixed under the actiun of 4p12 on 
H*(BG,). El 
An immediate corollary of the lemma is that H*( BG) s H ‘(BG? )w, w 
again the Weyl group. As before, Out(D,) s 2,. so Im 4 is either I or Z/3. If 
Im4=1, then BG z BPSL2(S,) v L(2) v RP” v L(2) v RP”; otherwise, 
if Im +%Z/3, the BPSLI(F,) [5]. The cohomology rings of these two 
cases will be dealt with later. 
1.2. Stability in H*(BD,,,) and H*(BQzn+~), n 23 
,N-I 
The dihedral group D?,, = (s, t 1 s- = 1, t’= 1, tst-’ =s-‘), n 23, has 
H*(BD2n) = &[xl 7 y,, wJ l(x’ + xy), where x and y are dual to s and t respec- 
tively. If G is a finite group with G, s DZ+ n 2 3, we wish to show that 
w + y’ E H*( BD,,,) is stable with respect to G. Out(D,,) is a 2-group so the 
image of the Weyl group in Out(D,,) is trivial. A proper subgroup of D,,, is of 
one of three types, either a dihedral group of lesser order, L/2 x Z/2, or cyclic. 
Fo;~~ E G, if G, n xG,x -’ is a lesser dihedral group D,R, then G, n xG,x-’ = 
( s’t) for some k, I satisfying 1 c k < n - 1, 0 5 I < 2”-‘, which yields that 
rtk$wz) = W?, resEt:( y) = 9 and res,,A D”(x) = () or v, where H*(BD,,)=El 
2[X,, f,, Wz] l(? + 27) with X and y dual to sznMk and s’t respectively. So the 
image of w + y’ E H*(BD,,,) is W + y’ E H*(BD& and all isomorphisms be- 
tween dihedral groups fix W and y so i*(w + y’) = c,*j*(w + y’) for all lesser 
dihedral groups. If G, n xGzx-’ %Z/2 x Bi2, H*(BBI2 x Z/2) = H/212,, &I, 
the image of w + y’ E H*(BD,,,) is Z’ + 2 + f’ E H*(BZI2 x Z/2) for all copies 
of Z/2 X Z/2 = (s2”-‘, A), 05 15 n - 1, and this element is invariant under 
isomorphisms between copies of Z/2 x k/2. The image of w + y’ is nontrivial for 
all cyclic subgroups. Therefore, w + y’ E H*(BG,) is a stable element for all G. 
For the generalized quarternion group Qz,,+ 1, n =Z 3, 
H*(BQ2r,+,) = Z/2[x,, y,, wJI(x’ + xy, y”) . 
The image of w, under the restriction to the center, Z( Q,,,+ I) s Z 12, is nontrivial, 
and as all proper subgroups of Q?,#+I contain Z( Qz,#+ I), wq restricts nontrivially for 
every proper subgroup. Since dim H’(BH) = 1 for II = Qzn+l or H a proper 
subgroup of Q l,r + I, we have that wq E H*( BQztl+ 1 ) is stable for all G, where G 
has a generalized quarternion Sylow 2-subgroup. The stability of w, establishes 
that H*( BG) is periodic of period 4; this was first shown by Swan [6]. Since 
H’(BG) # 0, the summand BSL,(lF,) in (B) is a summand of BG, because 
H4(Z -‘BS3/BN) = 0. 
1.3. The correspondence betweerz 5; and G 
The stability of w + y’ E H”(BD,,,) is an important observation, since this is the 
cocycle which corresponds to the extension Z/2-, Q?,,+ 19 D,,, . This means that 
for every finite group G with a dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup there exists a covering 
group G with a generalized quarternion Sytow 2-subgroup 
(Cl T-t-P 
Z/2- Q,,,+,-----+ Dw . 
If G has a generalized quarternion Sylow 2-subgroup, let O(G) be the maximal 
normal subgroup of old order. By the Brauer-Suzuki Theorem [2] the center of 
G/O(G) is cyclic of crder 2. BG s B&O(G), since O(G) has odd order. So we 
may assume without loss of generality that Z(G) z k/2, this means that a Sylow 
2-subgroup of G/2$) is dihedral. This yields a one-to-one correspondence 
betwer:n finite groups with dihedral and generalized quarternion Sylow 2- 
subgroups. 
NOW consider the Serre spectral sequence for the extension Z/2+ G+ G. Let 
2 E E;.’ = H’(BZI2) be the generator. Then_d?r # 0 in Ei*O = H’(BG), since d,z 
restricts to w + y’ in H*(BG?). Thus H’( BG) z H’(BG). 
1.4. The case of H’(BG) =0 
Since H’(Z-‘BS”IBN) = Z/2, if H’(BG) = 0, then BG z BSL,([FJ. Since 
H’(BG) = 0, neither copy of IIW” in (A) is a summand of BG. Since BG z 
BSL,(ff,), H’(BG) = Z/2 generated by d2z in the spectral sequence for 
Z/2-, G+ G. Thus BPSL,(ff,) is a summand of BG. By restriction to the 
Sylow subgroups of the extension as in (C), we have z’ # 0 in Et’. Since 
H’(BG) = Z /2, this implies that H’(BG) = Z/2 by the spectral sequence, 
which means that neither copy of L(2) in (A) is a summand of BG. Thus 
BG = BPSL,(5z). 
Since H*(BG) is of period 4 and Hk(B@ = E/2 if k = 0 or 3 mod4 and 
Hk(BG) = 0 otherwise, we have that H*(BG) = H/2[w,] 8 A (e,) z 
H*(BSL,(lF,)). In [5], the cohomology of BPSL2( IF 4) is calculated from the 
cohomology of SL2(5,) and the extension Z/2+ SL2(ffJ-+ PSL,(5,). 
Their analysis also applies to the extension Z/2+ G + G. So if G2 z D, , 
H*(BG) = 2/2[ up v,, q/(5; + v; + v,v; + d) , 
otherwise 
H*(BG) = 2/2[ v,, v,, v.l]l(c; + W3) - 
Thus, if H’(BG) = 0, then BG has decomposition and ring structure (DO) and 
BG has decomposition and ring structure (QO). 
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1.5. The case of H ‘(BG) = Zi2 
I[f H’(B@ = Z/2, then SC s BSL,(ff,) v T-‘BS”IBN since we know that 
BSL,&) is a summand of SC, H’(BSL,(lF,)) = 0, and H’(Y’BS’/B.h’) = &‘2. 
Since H ‘(BG) = Z /2, only one copy of [FeP” in (A) is a summand of BG. We w-i;11 
determine BG from the Serre spectral sequence of the extension Z/2-, G-, G. 
Since H’( BG ) = Z /2, this implies that dim H’( BG) = 2 which implies that 
BP SL,(ff J is a summand of BG. 
dim H”(BG) = 3, 
Since H?(2) = 0, it follows that 
which together with H-‘(BG) = Z/2 implies that E>’ = 0, 
EY = 0. and E:.’ = 0. But Ez*’ = Z/2= H’(BG), hence in order for E:’ = 
El.? = Et3 = 0 we must have that dim Ei*” = 3. This implies that only one copy of 
L(2) in (A) is a summand of BG since E:*” = H’(BG). Hence BG z 
BPSLJF,) v L(2) v [FBP”. 
We- now calculate the ring H*( Bc). Since H’( BG) = h /2, there exists a 
subgroup H of index 2 in G. If a E H’(BG) = H’(.Z-‘BS”IBN) is the generator, 
then Sq’a # 0. Consider the Serre spectral sequence of && G+ Z/2; then 
a E EL*” and Sq’a E E>“, which implies that E$’ = 0, but El.’ = H’jsfi)““‘, 
hence H ‘(Bfi) = 0. I!& is a subgroup of G, z Q,,, + 1 of index 2, so & is 
isomorphic to either Q?,, or Z/2”. If H2 z Z/2”, then BH z BU2” since BZI2” is 
indecomposable, which contradicts H ‘( Bfi ) = 0; therefore, & s Q,,, . If fi s Qztl, 
then a E H’(BG) restricts to either x or x + y in H*(B&) = Z/2[x,, y,, w4]l 
(x’ + xy, y’). In Section 1.1 we showed that G, 7 Q8. Since a restricts to either x 
or s + y we have that a3 #O in H”(BG) and- that a’ = 0. Since H*(BG) is of 
period 4, we have that H*(BG) = Z/2[a,, w$(a”). 
Finally. we calculate the ring H*(BG). We again call a the generator of 
H ‘(BG) = Z/2. H’(BG) = Z/2 implies that there exists a subgroup H of index 2 
in G. Since a E H’(BG) = H’(lRPx) implies Sq’a # 0, we have by the same 
argument as above that H, ~Z&- 1 for G, z D,,, ; therefore, HZ s D,,,-I. So we 
have the diagram 
since the bottom extension splits it induces a splitting in the top extension. Hence 
for a E H”(BG), a” # 0, Vn 2 1. Returning to the Serre spectral sequence for 
Z/2* G--, G, we write b = d,z in EG.” = H’(BG), and c = Sq’b, so that d3z’ = c 
in E;.“. By the preceding paragraph on H*(BC), we know that a3 #O in E>“. 
&az = ab and by restriction to Z/2 * Gz * G, we have d3z’ # 0 or that c # 0 in 
k$‘. Since dim H’( BG) = 3, we must have H”(BG) = (a’, ab, c) but H”(BG) = 
H”(UW”)@H’(sPSL,(F,)). In Section 1.1 we showed that G,rD,, thus if 
x E ci”( BPSL,( IF, )). then 5$x = 0 [5]. Therefore, a basis for H”(BG) can be 
chosen so that only one element has a nonzero Sq’. Since H’( BG) = (a’, ab, c), 
we have Sq’o’ = a’. Sq’ab = a’b + ac. Sq’c = Sq’Sq’b = 0, so either n4 -t a’b + 
ac = 0 or a’b + ac = 0, since (I’ # 0. But 0’ = 0 in E:.“. which implies that 
a“ + a’b + ac = 0 in H“(BG). By the fact that the Serre spectral sequence 
collapses (i.e.. ET.:‘: = E,*+ a ) nd by comparing the Poincare series of hi”( BG) 
and Z/2[a,, b,, c,] l(ac + a’b + a’), we have that 
H*(BG) = Z/2[a,. b?, c,]/(ac + a’b + a’) . 
Note, however, that y 
a’b + ac 
interchanging b and a’ + b the other relation (i.e., 
= 0) yields an isomorphic ring. Thus, if H ‘(BG) = Z /2. then BG has 
decomposition and ring structure (Dl) and BC has decomposition and ring 
structure (Q 1). 
1.6. The case of H’(BG) = Zl2C0Zl2 
If H’(BG) = Hl2CEMJ2, then St? z BSL2(Fy) v X’BS?BN v F’BS’IBN. 
By consideration of the Serre spectra1 sequence for Z/2-, G ---) G. we can 
determine that dim 5$” = 3 in order for dim H ‘( BC ) = 2 and that dim E i-” = 5 in 
order for dim H’(BG) = 1. dim H ‘(BG) = 2 implies that both copies RP” in (A) 
are summands in BG. dim H’(BG) = 3 implies that BPSL,( ffII) is a summand. 
dim H’(BG) = 5 implies that both copies of L(2) are summands of BG. Thus 
BG = BPSLI(ff,) v L(2) v RP” v L(2) v IRP”. 
Since the Poincare series for BG and BG, are equal and the Poincare series for 
BG and SC, are equal, we have that both restriction maps H *( BG) + H *( BG,) 
and H*( BG) + H *( SC,) are isomorphisms. Hence 
H”(BG) = 
~a% Y,I if G1 s D, , 
Z /2[x,, y , , w,] l(x’ + xy) otherwise 
and 
H*(BG) = 
IVJ /(A-’ + xy + y’, x’y + xy’) if Gz s Q, , 
H/2[x,, y,, w,]l(xZ + xy, y3, otherwise . 
Thus BG has decomposition and ring structure (D2) and BG has decomposition 
and ring structure (Q2). This completes the proof of the theorems except for the 
existence of groups of each type. 
Remark. The cohomology rings of Theorems 1 and 2 can also be obtained 
algebraically without use of the decompositions (A) and (B). Once the stability of 
W, and wz + y’ is established, the computations follow from the Serre spectra1 
sequence for the extensions Z/2+ G+ G. 
2. Examples and the Gorenstein-Walter theorem 
In this section we will demonstrate that each of the stable decompositions given 
in the theorems do in fact exist. 
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For stable decompositions. 
(DO) Let G = PSL2(IF,), 4 odd. Also G = A,. 
(Dl) A Sylow 2-subgroup of PGL,(ff,), 4 odd is dihedral of order 2”+l, 
n = vz((q2 - 1) / 2). The extension _PiL,(LF,)-, PGL,(lF,j-+Z!2 shows that 
H’(BPGL,(&J) = Z/2. Hence BG 2 PGL,( “fJ has decomposition (Dl). 
(D2) Let G = &. 
(QO) Let G = SL,(IF,), q odd. 
(Ql) Let G = PGL?(ffJ be the two-cover of PGLz(lF,) mentioned in Section 
1.3, q odd. 
(Q2) Let c = QZn. 
Hence all the stable decompositions do in fact exist. The above examples 
should not be construed as a complete list. 
Remark. Gorenstein and Walter [3] have found a classification theorem for 
groups with a dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup. For the sake of completeness we state 
their result and relate it to our decompositions of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 3 (Gorenstein and Walter [3]). Zf G is u group with dihedral Sylow 
2-subgroup, then G/U(G) is isomorphic to either: 
(i) a subgroup of PrL2(Fq) = Aut(PSL&)) containing PSL#-,), q odd, 
[decomposition (PO) or (Dl)] 
(ii) the alternating group A ,, [decomposition (DO)] 
( :ii) a SyZow 2-subgroup of G. [decomposition (D2)] Cl 
Remark. We nsie that PSL,(lF ,) < A, provides an example of nonisomorphic 
simple groups with isomorphic (mod-2) cohomology rings and stably equivalent 
classitling spaces (localized at 2). 
Appendix. Groups with a semidihedral Sylow 2-subgroup 
The first author, in his thesis, will show that the se,nidihedral group 
SD,, = (s, t 1 szn-’ = 1, t2 = 1, tst-’ = s~~-~-‘) , n 14, 
has the following complete stable decomposition: 
BSD,,, = BSL&) v L(2) v RP” v C -‘BS31BN, 
n = v2(( q - l)‘( q + l)), q = 3 mod 4. 
Theorem 4. Let G be a finite group with G, s SD,, , then BG has one of t.%e 
folio wing complete stable decompositions : 
21 
(SDO) BG z BSL,(iF,), 9 = 3 mod 4 wdf11 
H*(BG) = Z12[ a,, b,, c,]l(a% + c’) . 
(SDl) RG s BSL,(ff q) v L(2) v RP”, 9 = 3 mod 4 wi& 
H*(BG) = &?!a,. b,, c,]l(a’c f b’) . 
(SDl’) BG z BSL,(IF, j v Z-“BS.‘IBN. 9 = 3 mod 4 wi& 
H*(BGj= ?/2ja,, b,, c,, d,] /(a”. ab, ad, b’c + d’) 
(SD2) BG = BSLJF,) v L(2) v RP” v Z-‘BS-i/BN. 9 = 3 
H*(BG) = Z/2[x,, y,, Us, p$(x’ + xy, x-‘, XII, u’ + .“,l 
Each of t.k? above ~ta5k decGtmp&tions e_&s, for decompositions : 
(SDO) Let G = SL,(iF,) or PSL&), 9 = 3 mod 4. Also G = 
group. 
(SDl) Let G = GL,(lJ-,), 9 = 3 mod4. 
(SDl’) There is an $inite family of groups with this decomDosition of which 6 
the Mathieu group M,, is one. 
(SD2) Let G = SD,,,. _ 
Proof. For the proof of the above theorem, see the first authcx’s thesis [4]. 0 
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